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Victor Wong and I one pointed out the glyph issue for U+2CC43 which is submitted by Macao
SARG in the Section 4 of L2/17-049 or IRGN2197 P1.
I thought the MAC-00119 glyph for U+2CC43(𬱃) hadn’t matched the submitted evidence.
MAC-00119 was collected from the Silabário Codificado de Romanização do Cantonense which
was a telegraph code book used for Macao. This code book was revised from 《電碼新編》
which was the telegraph code book used in mainland China from 1937 to 1952. The Ministry
of Posts and Telecommunications of the PRC published the new telegraph code book in 1952,
which was called 《標准電碼本》, and added a list about the Pinyin readings and simplified
forms in 1961. 《標准電碼本》 re-assigned the characters after Row 80. Hong Kong published
the telegraph code book called 《新編標准電碼本》 in 1972, which was revised from 《標
准電碼本》

but removed several characters. And then, the Ministry of Posts and

Telecommunications of the PRC published 《标准电码本》（修订本） in 1983. So many
characters had been changed, removed or added in this version. On the other hand, Taiwan
published the new version of 《電碼新編》 in 1976.
IRGN1739 shows MAC-00119 is No. 9473 character in the Silabário Codificado de
Romanização do Cantonense. According to the above explanation, No. 9473 characters in 《標
准電碼本》, 《新編標准電碼本》 and 《标准电码本》（修订本） are not related to MAC00119, but No. 9473 character in 《電碼新編》 should be as the same as MAC-00119. Please
Fig. 1.
The following picture shows the glyph for No. 9473 character in 《電碼新編》 is 𬱃(U+2CC43)
not 頟(U+981F) very clearly.
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Fig. 1 No. 9473 character in 《電碼新編》

𬱃(U+2CC43) was used in other Chinese ancient books and 大正新脩大藏經.
Fig. 2 魏源: 《古微堂外集》, 宣統本, Volume 4, Folio 2
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Fig. 3 王樹柟: 《說文建首字義》, 陶廬叢刻本, Value 3, Folio 39

Fig. 4 樊深: 《河間府志》, 嘉靖刻本, Volume 1, Folio 10
*龍𬱃侯國 is 龍頟侯國 without any doubt.
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Fig. 5 道宣: 《集神州三寶感通録》, Volume B, P. 413//大正新修大藏經·史傳部·T52.2106

According to the above explanations and evidences, I think there is no need to take any action
on MAC-00119 glyph for U+2CC43(𬱃). The M reference and the M glyph should be kept.
(End of Document)
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